
EASYGATE SPT

ABOUT EASYGATE SPT

The Centurion EasyGate SPT is our state-of-the-art swing barrier speedgate designed 
to ensure only one person gains access for each authorised card presented. The 
EasyGate uses glass barriers that swing away form an authorised user in a friendly 
door like motion in conjunction with optical tailgate detection technology to provide a 
high throughput / high security gate. The swing barrier design ensure the same narrow 
pedestal can be used for both standard width and DDA lanes. 

KEY FEATURES

• Swing Barrier
Operation

• Narrow Pedestal

• Whisper Quiet Motor

• Barrier height up to
1800mm

• DDA Compliant

S E C U R E .  E L E G E N T.  S PA C E - S AV I N G . 



ABOUT CENTAMAN
CENTAMAN Systems Pty is the exclusive distributor for some of the world’s most prestigious entrance control 
brands that are used to protect leading corporations, governments, leisure and education facilities as well as 
retailers around the globe. The products highlighted here are just some of the options available that make up 
the CENTAMAN portfolio of entrance control solutions. 

With over 14 years experience CENTAMAN is the ideal choice of partner for all your entrance control requirements. CENTAMAN offers 
supply only to full turnkey installation projects and has a variety of flexible support and maintenance options to ensure the ongoing 
reliable operation of your entrance control solution all backed by a Sydney based 24/7 telephone support helpline.

entrancecontrol.com.au
sales@entrancecontrol.com.au  

+61 (02) 9906 7522

KEY BENEFITS

• Fast acting barriers

 - Patented MDD system is our
fastest yet 

• High-end aesthetics

 - European architectural
design

 - Durable, stainless steel
pedestal

 - Same slim pedestal design
for wheelchair lanes

• Reliability

 - MTBF of 5,000,000
operations

 - 36 month warranty

 - Manufactured in Europe to
ISO9001 

• Heightened security

 - Fast acting barriers close
behind authorised users to 
deter tailgating 

 - IR sensors detect tailgating
and unauthorised entry 

• User friendly

 - No contact barriers provide
easy passage, even with 
luggage 

 - Fast-acting barriers open
away from users

• Versatility

 - Designed for use in fast
throughput environments 
including office lobby’s and 
public transportation.

Setting new standards in entrance control

OPERATION
The barriers work in a normally closed mode and quickly swing down the pedestal length 
after a valid card has been presented giving the authorised user a clear lane to pass 
through. The barriers quickly close behind the authorised person, thereby deterring any 
unauthorised entry or tailgating. 

The EasyGate SPT features our state-of-the-art Magnet Drive Motor that provides faster 
and quieter operation. 

The glass barrier for the EasyGate SPT can be up to 1800mm tall to prevent climb over 
attempts and making it suitable for unmanned applications. 

SAFETY
Safety beams monitor the area near the barriers and are designed to prevent the barriers 
from closing/ opening on an obstruction. The EasyGate has 5 safety and security settings 
that define the size of the safety zone in the gate’s operation. This allows us to tailor its 
security level to suit your site. Additionally, the barriers feature a torque sensor so they 
can detect resistance when closing. 

When integrated with the fire alarm system and upon a fire alarm, the barriers 
automatically open to allow for free emergency egress. The barriers can also open in the 
same manner in the event of a power outage. 

RELIABLE
With a MTBF of 5,000,000 and industry leading 36 months warranty the EasyGate SPT 
is designed to provide years of trouble-free operation. In addition, the turnstiles can 
be configured to allow remote diagnostics allowing engineers to dial in and undertake 
remote maintenance, servicing, configuration and troubleshooting saving on expensive 
site visits.

ADD ON’S 
The EasyGate SPT can be supplied with a number of add-ons such as customised 
coloured glass tops,  anti-climb pressure sensors, expanded alarm outputs and a WAV 
player to play recorded messages in different scenarios ranging from alarm alerts to 
invalid card warnings.
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